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DESCRIPTION

74660

2013 Yarden Mount Hermon Red

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$11.99

DISCOUNT %

$9.99*

17%

This wine was named #35 on Wine Enthusiast's Top 100 Best Buys of 2014 "A nose of cherry, violet and flint cedes to juicy flavors of
pomegranate, cherry, salted popcorn, lavender and sage. Evenly weighted tannins and acidity make for good mouthfeel and a graceful
finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 91pts

75548

2011 Domaine du Castel Grand Vin

$64.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Grand Vin is a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon (59%), Merlot (15%), Petit Verdot (19%), Cabernet France (4%) and Malbec (3%), all
aged for 20 months in 80% new French oak barrels. It came in at 14.5% alcohol, and was unfined and unfiltered. It is showing its oak a bit
much, but that should be fine in time. It otherwise seems like a lovely Castel, showing the winery’s trademark finesse, yet providing subtle
concentration and grip on the finish. At a young age, it is quite accessible, but it clearly needs some time to come together and show more
complexity. As it airs out, it shows a crisp and focused finish, admittedly tinged by that oak. The ripe tannins should support it well, while
never overwhelming it. This vintage overall seems to be producing some elegant wines, and Castel’s performance is right in line with that.
This, an understated but rather classy Castel, should come along well. It is still about potential, but I’m leaning up in anticipation. It does
have some things to prove in the cellar." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

51538

2009 Domaine du Castel Grand Vin

$64.99

N/A

"As tends to be the case, this is tighter, more focused, more powerful and a bit harder edged than the Petit Castel – not surprising
considering that this is Cabernet-dominated and the Petit Castel is Merlot-dominated – but they still have similar styles. This is a
moderately earthy wine this year – less earthy than the 2009 Petit Castel, though – with seductive texture and focus." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

